The digital lending landscape is evolving and as more Alternative Finance (AltFi)
companies enter the market, traditional banks are faced with increased pressure to
rethink and reimagine their digitalisation strategies.
The growth of the lending market is expected to continue over the next 5 years,
due to the increasing use of personal loans, POS financing and credit cards; a
trend foreseen particularly in the US, Mexico and Hong Kong. Despite this, the
digital lending space may not necessarily develop and progress at the same pace.
Key factors we consider to contribute to this growth include a robust digital and
mobile infrastructure, high digital engagement levels and key players prioritising
building and developing their digital strategies.
Companies are increasingly exploring digitalising different aspects of their lending
strategy. This can range from digitalising all or parts of the customer journey from
the application stage to account management as well as incorporating
sophisticated technology to create new digital delivery mechanisms.
KAE has conducted a market assessment to shed light on the outlook of digital
lending and the global trends affecting this space.

We analysed the digital readiness of eight countries, the digital capabilities of the
key traditional players and the concentration of AltFi companies in those respective
countries to determine those that are best positioned to exploit the potential growth
in the digital lending space. Our findings have identified four distinct groups within
the Digital Lending Landscape; the Laggards, the Shifters, the Challengers and the
Innovators. Hong Kong, Singapore and Australia have emerged as the Digital
Lending Innovators making strides in this space.

Size of bubble reflects size of total lending market

The group characteristics are uncovered in more detail on the next page…
Digital and mobile engagement is based on internet penetration, mobile internet users, smart phone penetration, mobile social media usage, mobile banking usage, purchased / product service)
Sources: 'Global Social Media Research Summary, We are Social, 27 January 2016; Banking in a Digital World, A.T. Kearney, 2013; Provider websites
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Higher Internet
penetration, mobile
penetration, smart
phone usage and
mobile banking
usage

Traditional banks
are launching their
own innovations or
seeking innovation
through partnerships
(see below for more)

AltFi lending is
growing, despite Peerto-Peer (P2P) lending
being a fairly new
concept. Key players
include Society One,
Ratesetter & Welend,
with more expected
to enter these
countries

Medium to high
digital and mobile
engagement

Innovation is
generally driven by
the AltFi companies
rather than traditional
banks

Higher concentration
of AltFi companies,
with some facing
high levels of
uncertainty (e.g.
Lending Club in the
US)

Relatively low
Internet penetration,
mobile penetration,
smart phone usage
and mobile banking
usage

Traditional players lack
digital innovations, and
‘in-branch’ remains the
preferred channel

Few AltFi companies
have entered the
country

If players capitalise on the digital readiness of Norway and Denmark, we
could witness these countries moving toward becoming Innovators in the
digital lending space

The Digital Lending Innovators (Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong) have a strong digital
and mobile infrastructure in place and traditional banks have developed some of the most
advanced innovations there, including:
• Customers applying via a mobile app and receiving almost instant approval
• Mobile apps with optical character recognition technology to capture information from ID
documents which pre-populates application forms
• Intuitive and interactive online calculators, giving customers flexibility to calculate a
repayment agreement based on their budget
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Digital lending will most likely continue to focus on enhancing the
customer experience. Lenders will need to map out different
customer journeys that are applicable to the digital world and
other digital aspects, such as biometric technology and
Bluetooth capabilities, will also become more common.
The rate at which this happens will be largely driven by the
developments and pace of change within the FinTech space.
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